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Abstract—We present a new parametric macromodeling technique for lossy and dispersive multiconductor transmission lines
(MTLs), that is suitable to interconnect modeling. It is based
on a recently introduced spectral approach for the analysis of
lossy and dispersive MTLs extended by utilizing the Multivariate
Orthonormal Vector Fitting (MOVF) technique to build parametric macromodels in a rational form. They can handle design
parameters, such as substrate or geometrical layout features,
in addition to frequency. The presented technique is suited to
generate state-space models and synthesize equivalent circuits,
which can be easily embedded into conventional SPICE-like
solvers. Parametric macromodels allow to carry out design space
exploration, design optimization and crosstalk analysis efficiently.
A numerical example validates the proposed approach in both
frequency and time domain and is focused on the crosstalk
analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION
To assist microwave designers, accurate modeling of previously neglected second order effects, such as crosstalk,
reflection and delay, becomes increasingly important during
circuit and system simulations, as the feature size and density
of integrated circuits (ICs) decrease, while the signal speeds
increase. The accurate prediction of these interconnects effects
is fundamental for a successful design and requires the solution
of large systems of equations which are often prohibitively
CPU expensive [1]- [2]. Over the years, many MTL macromodeling techniques have been developed [3]- [16].
Recently, a spectral approach has been proposed for the
analysis of lossy and dispersive MTLs [17], based on the
computation of the closed-form dyadic Green’s function of the
1-D wave propagation problem, that is expanded in a series
form of orthonormal basis functions. The major advantage
of such an approach over existing techniques consists of
the rational nature of the dyadic Green’s function which is
well suited for poles and residues identification and, thus,
for time-domain macromodeling purposes. Furthermore, the
use of orthonormal basis functions to expand the dyadic
Green’s function allows to compute the poles and residues
of the system independently for each mode, so reducing the
complexity of the system identification significantly.
Parametric macromodels are important for design space
exploration, design optimization and crosstalk analysis. In
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dense circuits with high operative signal bandwidths, electromagnetic coupling (crosstalk) between closely spaced signal
lines limits interconnect performance [18] and becomes an
important aspect of circuit design [19]. Parametric macromodeling techniques that take into account design parameters in addition to frequency (or time) are needed to perform these design activities efficiently, as their realization
by full electromagnetic simulations on the entire parameter
space is often computationally expensive. Some techniques
for parametric macromodeling of MTLs were proposed in the
framework of model order reduction [20]- [21]. Recently, a
parametrization scheme based on the generalized method of
characteristics (MoC) was presented [22]. We developed a
new parametric macromodeling technique, presented in this
paper, based on the spectral approach presented in [17] for
lossy and dispersive MTLs, coupled with the Multivariate
Orthonormal Vector Fitting (MOVF) technique [23] to handle
other design parameters in addition to frequency. The MOVF
technique builds rational parametric macromodels starting
from multivariate data samples in the parameter space and
combines the use of an iterative least squares estimator and
orthonormal rational functions, based on a prescribed set of
poles. The multivariate model can easily be reduced to a
univariate frequency-dependent model in a rational form, once
a set of design parameters values is fixed. The rational model
is suitable to generate a finite state-space representation and
an equivalent SPICE circuit by using standard realization [24]
and circuit synthesis techniques [25].
The organization of this paper is as follows. First, an
overview of the spectral approach for MTLs is given in Section
II. Then, Section III explains how MOVF and the previous
method are coupled to build a parametric representation of
a MTL system. Finally, a numerical example focused on the
crosstalk analysis is presented in Section IV, validating the
proposed technique.
II. M ODAL DECOMPOSITION
The general solution for the voltage at abscissa z of the
multiconductor transmission line due to the port currents can
be obtained through the impedance matrix Z representation
[3].
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An alternative approach based on the dyadic Green’s function for the 1-D wave propagation problem is presented in
[17]. According to this methodology, the voltage at abscissa
z, at complex frequency s, can be computed as
Z `
GV (z, z 0 , s) (−Z pul (s)I S (z 0 , s)) dz 0 (1)
V (z, s) =

and transversal admittance Y pul (sk ) are to be written in a
rational form of the complex variable s:
PZpul

Z pul (s) = R0 +

q=1

= GV (z, 0, s) (−Z pul (s)I(0, s))
+ GV (z, `, s) (−Z pul (s)I(`, s)) .

Y pul (s) = G0 +

−

∞
X

φn (s)A2n ψn (z)ψn (z 0 ),

(2)

and
Z pul (s)Y pul (s),
(3a)
·
³ nπ ´2 ¸−1
γ 2 (s) +
U
,
(3b)
φn (s) =
`
³ nπ ´
z ,
(3c)
ψn (z) = cos
` ´
³ nπ
(3d)
z0 ,
ψn (z 0 ) = cos
`
p
p
and A0 =
1/`, An =
2/`, n = 1, · · · , ∞, U is the
unitary dyadic. Finally, the spectral representation of the Z
matrix is generated as:
·

V (0, s)
V (`, s)

¸

RYpul
.
s − pq,Ypul

(7b)

X

The final rational model for the Z matrix is obtained as shown
in [17].
III. PARAMETRIC MACROMODELING OF PER - UNIT- LENGTH
PARAMETERS

n=0

γ 2 (s)

(7a)

q=1

where the dyadic Green’s function GV (z, z 0 , s) for the multiconductor transmission line problem is:
=

RZpul
,
s − pq,Zpul

PYpul

0

GV (z, z 0 , s)

X

=

The MOVF technique [23] is used to generate rational
parametric macromodels of the per-unit-length impedance and
admittance. For ease of notation, we consider only bivariate
systems in this section, but of course the full multivariate
formulation can be derived in a similar way. The length is
not a parameter in this parametric macromodeling strategy.
Z pul (s, g) ' Z̃ pul (s, g) =

N Zpul (s, g)
DZpul (s, g)

PPZpul PVZpul
p=0

v=0

cpv,Zpul φp (s)ϕv (g)

p=0

v=0

c̃pv,Zpul φp (s)ϕv (g)

= PPZ PVZ
pul
pul

·

¸ ·
¸
Z 11 Z 12
I (0, s)
·
Z 21 Z 22
I (`, s)
¸ ·
¸
∞ ·
X
Z n,11 Z n,12
I (0, s)
=
·
, (4)
I (`, s)
Z n,21 Z n,22

=

n=0

where

Y pul (s, g) ' Ỹ pul (s, g) =

(8)

N Ypul (s, g)
DYpul (s, g)

PPYpul PVYpul
p=0

v=0

cpv,Ypul φp (s)ϕv (g)

p=0

v=0

c̃pv,Ypul φp (s)ϕv (g)

= PPY PVY
pul
pul

(9)

where s is the complex frequency variable and g is a real
(5a) design variable. The maximum order of the corresponding
basis functions φp (s) and ϕv (g) is denoted by PZpul , VZpul
and PYpul , VYpul respectively for Z pul (s, g) and Y pul (s, g).
Z 12 = Z 21
(5b) The basis functions φp (s) and ϕv (g) are chosen in partial
fraction form and based on a prescribed set of poles. The
∞ ·
³ nπ ´2 ¸−1
X
U
· A2n Z pul (s) cos (nπ) . MOVF algorithm pursues the identification of the model coγ 2 (s) +
=
`
efficients cpv,Zpul , c̃pv,Zpul and cpv,Ypul , c̃pv,Ypul of numerator
n=0
and
denominator in (8)-(9), starting from a set of data samIt is composed of an infinite number of modes Z n . The poles
K
K
ples
{(s, g)k , Zpul (s, g)k }k=1 and {(s, g)k , Ypul (s, g)k }k=1 .
of the MTL can be evaluated as the zeros of the function of the
complex variable s at the denominator of the dyadic Green’s A linear approximation to this nonlinear optimization problem
is obtained by using an iterative least squares estimator. In
function (2):
·
this work the MOVF technique is applied to matrices and it
³ nπ ´2 ¸
U = 0.
(6) is assumed that the different matrix entries share the same
P n (s) = det γ 2 (s) +
`
poles, so the same denominator. Once these per-unit-length
Modeling frequency-dependent phenomena, such as skin ef- parametric macromodels are built, given a fixed set of values
fect, proximity effect and dielectric polarization losses, call for the design parameters, they can be reduced to univariate
for numerical computation of the per-unit-length parameters frequency-dependent functions as in [23]. The stability of the
which are commonly evaluated at discrete frequency samples univariate models can be imposed in the reduction step using
sk = jωk , ωk = 2πfk , k = 1, · · · , K by means of 2-D solvers pole flipping, and, subsequently, passivity can be enforced in
[26]. In order to build a rational model of the dyadic Green’s a post-processing step by means of standard techniques (see
function, the per-unit-length longitudinal impedance Z pul (sk ) [27] and [28]).
Z 11

=

Z 22
∞ ·
³ nπ ´2 ¸−1
X
U
· A2n Z pul (s),
γ 2 (s) +
=
`
n=0
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Input: Parametric macromodels Z̃ pul (s, g), Ỹ pul (s, g)
Output: Number of modes nmodes

After these steps, a univariate rational model is obtained
for the Z matrix as shown in [17]. At this stage, the length of
the MTL system is chosen. This rational model is passive and
stable, if passivity and stability are imposed on the univariate
models of the per-unit-length impedance and admittance [17].
Finally, a state space representation and an equivalent SPICE
circuit can be synthesized for the Z matrix, by using standard
realization [24] and circuit synthesis techniques [25].

Multivariate to Univariate [23]: Z̃ pul (s, g), Ỹ pul (s, g) −→
Z̃ pul (s, gi ), Ỹ pul (s, gi ), gi ={gmin , gmean , gmax }.
convergence = f alse;
ξ > 1, 0 < ζ < 1;
n = 0;
while convergence = f alse do
%Pole check
foreach gi do
[polesn , residuesn ] =
poles residues mode(Z̃ pul (s, gi ), Ỹ pul (s, gi ), n) (
[17]);
foreach polen do
foreach residuen do
if
|Im(polen )| < ξωmax ∩|residuen /Re(polen )| >
ζmax(|residuesn /Re(polesn )|) then
n = n + 1;
go to foreach gi do
end
end
end

A. Additional weighting function
An additional least-squares weighting function can be added
to the parametric macromodeling algorithm, when the elements to fit have a high dynamic range. It improves the relative
accuracy where the elements to fit are small in their dynamic
range [29] and is chosen equal to the inverse of the element
magnitude:
(10)
wHi (s, g)k = |(Hi (s, g)k )−1 |
for i = 1, ..., M , where M is the maximum number of
functions fitted with common poles in the same least-squares
matrix. The RMS-error is chosen to characterize the model
accuracy. It is weighted if the previous weighting function is
used during the modeling process.
v
u
M X
K ¯
¯2
u 1 X
¯
¯
(11)
RM S = t
¯Ri (s, g)k − Hi (s, g)k ¯
M K i=1

end
convergence = true
end
nmodes = n − 1.

Algorithm 1: Mode selection.

k=1

RM Sweighted =
v
u
M X
K ¯
³
´¯2
u 1 X
¯
¯
=t
¯wHi (s, g)k Ri (s, g)k − Hi (s, g)k ¯
M K i=1
k=1

(12)
B. Mode selection
The infinite sum in (5) must be truncated in order to
obtain a finite rational representation of the multiconductor
transmission line. A bottom-up strategy based on the check of
the dominant poles of the modal impedances Z n is followed to
select the number of modes. The check of the dominant poles
used in this work extends the algorithm presented in [30] by
looking at the ratio between the residues and the real part of
the corresponding poles in the second step of the procedure.
Z n are evaluated on the minimum, mean and maximum values
of each design parameter range. If for a certain number mode
n all checks prove that the dominant poles are out of a defined
bandwidth ξωmax (where ξ > 1), the algorithm ends and the
number of modes is equal to n−1. The algorithm is described
for the bivariate case, but the full multivariate formulation is
similar.
IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS
Two coupled microstrips with frequency-dependent per-unitlength parameters and linear terminations
A three-conductor transmission line (length ` = 15 cm)
with frequency-dependent per-unit-length parameters has been

modeled. It consists of two coplanar microstrips over a ground
plane. The cross sections is shown in Fig. 1. The conductors
have width w = 100 µm and thickness t = 50 µm. The
spacing S between the microstrips is considered as design
parameter in addition to frequency. The dielectric is 300 µm
thick and characterized by a dispersive and lossy permittivity
which has been modeled by the wideband Debye model [31].
The infinite series in (5) has been truncated to nmodes = 34.
The ranges of frequency and spacing are f req ∈ [1 · 105 −
15 · 109 ] Hz and S ∈ [100 − 500] µm.

w

S

w

t
h

Fig. 1.

Cross section of the two coupled microstrips.

The frequency-dependent per-unit-length parameters have
been evaluated using a commercial tool [32] over a reference
grid of 250 × 40 samples, for frequency and spacing respectively. We have utilized 30 × 10 samples of the previous grid
and set the number of poles equal to 4 and 2 for frequency
and spacing, to model the per-unit-length admittance and
impedance functions. The RM S and RM Sweighted errors of
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the corresponding parametric macromodels over the reference
grid are equal to 1 · 10−5 and 3 · 10−5 . The magnitude of the
parametric macromodels of Zpul,(12) is shown in Fig. 2.
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Subsequently, these parametric macromodels have been
reduced to univariate frequency-dependent functions for the set
of spacing values S = {131, 233, 346, 449} µm. These points
have not been used for the generation of the macromodels.
Then, the univariate macromodels of the modal impedances
have been computed for the previous set of spacing points.
The magnitude and phase of Zn,(12) computed from the perunit-length impedance and admittance data and its respective
macromodels are shown in Figs. 3-4 for modes n = {0, 1, 13},
S = 346 µm, for validation purpose. A good satisfactory
agreement is obtained between the original raw data and the
macromodels.

RM Sweighted error between the univariate macromodels of
the Z matrix and its computation from the exact transmission
line theory (TLT) over the reference grid is equal to 5 · 10−4 .
The magnitude of Z14 computed by TLT over the reference
grid is shown in Fig. 5. The magnitude and the phase of the
macromodel of Z14 are compared with the results obtained
from TLT in Figs. 6-7 for S = 131 µm.
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Magnitude of Zn,(12) (modes n = {0, 1, 13}, S = 346 µm).

The macromodel of the Z matrix, composed of the sum of
34 modes, for a certain fixed spacing, can be built by using
the corresponding macromodels of the modal impedances. The

Magnitude of Z14 (TLT).

The results show the high accuracy of the parametric
macromodeling strategy in frequency domain. The next step
is to show that the accuracy is preserved in time-domain as
well. One line has been excited by an impulsive voltage source
with amplitude 1 V, rise/fall times τr = τf = 400 ps and width
1.5 ns. The victim line have been terminated on the near and
far-end by RN E = 50 Ω and RF E = 50 Ω, CF E = 1 pF,
while the driven line has been terminated on a driver and load
impedance equal to RS = 50 Ω and RL = 50 Ω, CL = 1 pF
(see Fig. 8). The port voltages have been computed using the
exact transmission line theory (TLT-IFFT) and a state-space
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realization of the frequency domain macromodel of the Z
matrix. Time domain results are shown in Figs. 9-10 for the
set of spacing values S = {131, 233, 346, 449} µm.
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50 Ω and RF E = 50 Ω, CF E = 1 pF (S = {131, 233, 346, 449} µm).
Fig. 8.

Two coupled microstrips with linear terminations.

The port voltages results in time-domain confirm that the
parametric macromodeling algorithm captures and describes
second order phenomena, as the crosstalk, accurately.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
Many second order effects, such as delay, coupling and
crosstalk, have become prominent because of increased in-
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tegration levels and signal speeds. Accurate prediction of
these interconnects effects is fundamental for a successful
design and often prohibitively CPU expensive. Design space
exploration, design optimization and crosstalk analysis are
involved in the design framework in addition to regular simulations. The crosstalk between closely spaced signal lines limits
interconnect performance and becomes an important design
aspect. Parametric macromodeling techniques are needed to
make efficient these design activities. We have presented
an innovative parametric macromodeling approach for lossy
and dispersive multiconductor transmission lines. It has been
found capable to generate accurate rational macromodels with
respect to physical and geometrical parameters. The spectral
decomposition of the impedance matrix Z is exploited to
simplify the system identification process significantly. The
numerical results have validated the proposed technique and
confirmed its accuracy and effectiveness in capturing second
order phenomena, as the crosstalk, which are crucial in the
analysis and design of high-speed interconnects.
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